
Unleash the Power of AI  and 
Human Insights with IRONSCALES™

Artificial Intelligence

Advanced Threat Protection

Continuous Behavior Analysis

Automated Inbound Email Scanning

Automated Incident Response

Fake Login Page Protection

Account Takeover Protection

Microsoft® Teams Security

Human Insights

Report Phishing Buttons

Crowdsourced Threat Intel 

Inline Email Alert Banners

Phishing Simulation Testing

Security Awareness Training (SAT)

Reporting Console

The phishing landscape is morphing rapidly. Cybercriminals are devising various 
attacks leveraging new tactics and technology to evade traditional, rule-based 
email security solutions and static-AI phishing detection tools. These tactics not 
only result in an increase in phishing threats but also create a lot of distraction for 
the security teams remediating the threats.  

The IRONSCALES™ platform stops the most elusive BEC, ATO, and VIP attacks that 
breach perimeter defenses including native cloud-hosted email security controls. 
By combing AI and human insights from every mailbox user and 20,000+ analysts 
across the IRONSCALES network of global admins, IRONSCALES protects your 
organization where it matters most—in your user’s inbox.   

The IRONSCALES™ Difference
Cloud Email Security with Advanced Threat Protection. 
Protect your organization’s inboxes from advanced phishing attacks, including those that bypass existing security controls, with 
the only technology that combines AI and human insights. 

Gain Triple Threat Protection With IRONSCALES 

• Advanced Threat Intel (+ Computer Vision)

• Anomaly Detection (Behavioral + Intent Signals)

• Real-Time Threat Hunting (SOC Community Signals, 20K+)

Solution Brief



Empower 
ESTABLISH AN AWARENESS CULTURE 
Mobilize your users as a crucial line of defense

Effortlessly incorporate phishing simulation testing, dynamic email banners, and 
further reduce risks and increase your employee’s grasp of the phishing threats 
that they are vulnerable to. 

Unlike other AI-only solutions, our platform delivers a human-centric approach 
to keep you in the loop and empowers you to challenge AI outcomes, to help 
you:

• Closed the skill gap by launching relevant phishing training and testing to
users based on risk level, department, compliance needs, results of phishing
simulation test and more to create a security aware culture

• Alert employees of potential threats with dynamic, straightforward email
banners

• Enrich the ML model with human insights to strengthen personalized AI
protection

Protect 
GAIN UNRIVALED PROTECTION 
Address advanced email attacks that evade your defenses and reach 
inboxes

Leverage a powerful combination of AI/ML, natural language 
processing, human intelligence, and community insights to 
automatically discover, alert, and remediate advanced phishing 
threats like malware, business email compromise (BEC), 
ransomware, and credential theft, that get past your existing 
security layers.

Unlike static AI systems, the IRONSCALES platform harnesses the 
power of both self-learning and adaptive AI/ML to continuously 

improve its performance to enable you to: 

• Leverage adaptive, self-learning AI language models to 
automatically remediate advanced and emerging email threats

• Analyze behavior to establish baselines, create social graphs, and 
identify anomalies and threats

• Discover and analyze identity and inbox data for informed 
decision-making

• Continuously analyze email content, payloads, and intent

IRONSCALES™ 



Simplify 
REDUCE SECURITY COSTS AND EFFORT 
Slash time you spend on email security by 95%

Reduce the effort to detect and remediate phishing threats using AI-
powered phishing protection that automatically detects and quarantines 
polymorphic threats. 

Unlike traditional and AI-only email security solutios, IRONSCALES offers 
dynamic automation so you can:

• Automatically group and remediate email threats across your
organization based on similar characteristics in one-click

• Charter your own email security strategy with the ability to use Themis as
a co-pilot or go fully automated with granular controls

• Make time-sensitive decisions and remediate incidents immediately
using the IRONSCALES mobile app

Quickly see what threats are lurking in your O365 mailbox with our 
90-day threat scan back

Our free 90-day scan back automatically reviews your Microsoft Office 365 
email environment and quickly identifies malware, BEC, phishing, ATO, and 
other phishing threats that were missed by your SEG.  
Request Your 90-day Scan Back

Learn how working with IRONSCALES makes 
us Safer Together.  www.ironscales.com 

Everything is just a click away, from initial installation to 
threat identification and removal.
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https://ironscales.com/resources/free-tools-service/90-scan-back



